
Data Dictionary to Accompany SIMS Downloadable Datasets on Spotlight 

Field Name Field Description Comments 

fiscal_year Identifies the fiscal year that the assessment took 
place 

 

fiscal_quarter Identifies the fiscal quarter that the assessment took 
place 

 

OperatingUnit Name of the Operating Unit pertaining to the 
location for which data is reported Also known as orgLevel3Name in DATIM. 

CountryName Name of the country pertaining to the location for 
which data is reported 

For Regional Programs, this will differ from 
Operating Unit; In all other cases, this column 
will list the OU 

Site_type Identifies the type of site Facility or Community 

Asmt_tool_type The type of tool used to conduct the assessment Site or Above Site  

First_asmt Indicates whether this is the first assessment 
When multiple assessment have occurred to 
the same site and IM, this field indicates which 
is first 

Last_asmt Indicates whether this is the last assessment 
When multiple assessment have occurred to 
the same site and IM, this field indicates which 
is last 

Asmt_type The type of assessment conducted Comprehensive; Follow-Up 

cee_required Indicates whether the CEE is listed as "required" in 
the SIMS v4.0 Master Tools  Y = Required; N = Elective 

cee_id_sims4 Unique code used to identify each CEE in SIMS v4.0 
Master Tools 

 



cee_name Full name of the CEE as it appears in the SIMS 
Master Tools 

 

cee_standard Full CEE standard as it appears in the SIMS Master 
Tools 

 

number_of_asmt_byCEE Number of assessments conducted, calculated by 
CEE 

 

number_of_sites_byCEE Number of sites where assessments were 
conducted, calculated by CEE 

 

cee_score_red Identifies or counts CEEs that score Red, or needs 
urgent remediation (1) 

1=CEE scored as Red = need urgent 
remediation 

cee_score_yellow Identifies or counts CEEs that score Yellow, or needs 
improvement (2) 1=CEE scored as Yellow = needs improvement 

cee_score_green Identifies or counts CEEs that score Green, or meets 
standards (3) 1=CEE scored as Green = meets standards  

cee_score_na 

Identifies or counts CEEs that score Gray, or not 
applicable (0); These are CEEs that could have been 
assessed, but were not applicable for the particular 
site or mechanism.  

1=CEE scored as N/A 

 


